IMPROVING CARE FOR PEOPLE IN SCOTLAND, A FOCUS ON DETERIORATION: PREVENTION, RECOGNITION AND RESPONSE

SPSP Acute Adult – Deteriorating Patient “Open Cafe”

Tracey Gillies
AGENDA

Setting the scene – 5 mins

Open Space Topic generation – 20 mins

Topic & World Cafe Setup – 5 mins

World Cafe – 60 mins
Join the conversation on Twitter, follow 
#SPSPConf16
and remember to include it in your tweets

Free wi-fi available
Wi-fi network: delegate
Password: haymarket
“Open Cafe”
Topic Generation – ground rules

• Work together on tables to generate questions

• Focus on the deteriorating patient

• Focus on what you can change
Themed Topics – SLIDO screen
World Cafe

• 4 questions altogether
• 15 minutes on each table
• Introduce yourself on 1st round
• Use post its and A3 sheets to capture your conversations
• A familiar warning will be made 30 seconds prior to moving table
• Hosts stay at tables – all others move together.
Topics for discussion

• Table 1

• Table 2

• Table 3

• Table 4
Next Steps

• Take learning from today back to your boards

• Think about what you can do by next Tuesday

• We will collate feedback and share via a flash report

#SPSCONF16
Coming Next

Panel debate – Safety is sorted; it’s time to move on to another dimension of quality

Pentland Suite – Level 3